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ABSTRACT
Using Voyager 1 and 2 Planetary Radio Astronomy data and reasonable
assumptions about radiation beaus geometry, we deduce the source locations of
both polarization components of the Saturn kilometer-wavelength radiation.
The resulting radio source footprints are compared with the surface locations
of Saturn's UV aurorae, polar cap boundary, and polar cusp. Cur methodology
and results are contrLated with those of Leeaeheux and Genova, submitted in a
companion paper ?n this issue.
INTRODUCTI014
Intense Saturnian kilometer-wavelength radio emission (SKR) has been
observed by the Voyager 1 and 2 Planetary Radio Astronomy instruments [Warwick
et al., 19771 since January 191,0 [Kaiser et al., MU). Having a spectral
peak near 200 kHz in the kilometer-wavelength band, the emission actually
extends from about 20 to 1200 kHz. SKR shows a strong, repeatable variation
in occurrence probability over a 10h 39.4m period [Desch and Kaiser, 19811.
This period was inferred to be the rotation period of Saturn's magnetic field,
and the periodic variation of SKR occurrence was taken to indicate that the
source region was confined in longitude and rotated with the planet. After
the Voyager 1 closest approach to Saturn in November 1980, when Saturn was
observed from above its night hemisphere, it was clear that the SKR source did
not rotate with the planet but staled fixed relative to the Saturn-sun lire,
waxing and waning in intensity with the Saturnian rotation [Warwick et al.,
1961; Gurnett et al., 19513. In other words, it appeared that when a
particular small range of longitudes arrived at a particular solar hour angle
the SKR maximized.
The emission was predominantly right-hand (RH) polarized as observed by
both Voyager instruments inbound to Saturn. The spacecraft approached Saturn
from just duskw,ard of the Saturnian noon meridian and almost 104 north of its
equator. The Voyager 1 trajectory after the November 1960 closest approach to
Saturn was at approximately 3.5-hr local time and 260 north latitude. The SKR
observed on this outbound trajectory was generally weaker than that observed
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from the inbound leg, and was exclusively RH polarized. Left-hand (LH)
polarized SKR was ohserved only intermittently during the inbound trujec-
tories, but was dominant during the Voyager 1 closest approach period when the
:spacecraft was south of the Saturnian equator plane. bused largely on this
polarization morpaology, Warwick et al. [1951] inferred that SKR is emitted in
the magnetoionic extraordinary (x) mode with the RH emission originating in
	 a
the Saturnian northern hemisphere and the LH emission in the in the southern
hemisphere.
Kaiser *t al. 119613 were able to place severe constraints on the source
location of the RH polarized SKR by using these observations combined with
some simple assumptions based ;its comparison between SKR and the earth's
auroral kilometric radiation MR). They made three asstunptiona, illustrated
schematically in Fig. 1, concerning the topology of the SKR radiation pattern.
First, following Warwick et 	 E196 11, they assumed that the SKR at a given
frequency is generated gust above the X mods cutoff. For the case of Saturn
this is very nearly the electron gyrofrequency, since the electron plasma
frequency deduced from the radio occultation measurements [Ty ler et Li., 14t1l
falls off very rapidly with altitude. Second, Kaiser et al.. [ 1903 assumed
that the SKR radiation fills a very broad beam whose axis of symmetry is
directed parallel (or antiparallel) to the magnetic field direction in the
source region. Finally, they assumed that the SKR radiation pattern drops to
insignificant levels at 90° or more from the beam axis. In other words, the
beam front-lobe -to-back-lobe ratio is very large. They actually used three
beam shapes in their study, each with a power pattern which fell off with
angle (i) from the beam axis according to a cos 21, cos i or 003 1 "i law. They
found that the results w,+e insensitive to the details of the beam pattern
assumed, provided that the cutoff at i = 90" existed.
These three assumptions appear to be on very good grounds. for example.
benson and Calvert 119793 first showed that the earth's AKE is generated ,just
above the X mode cutoff. Also, several studies [ Alexander and Kaiser, 1976;
Green et al., 1977; Gallagher and Gurnett, 15791 showed conclusively that AKR
is emitted into a broad lobe. In particular, Figure 6 of Green et al. 115771
Indicates that, .near the spectral peak of AKEi. the emitted beam falls off life
a cosine relative to ttie center of the beam. Green et al. [ 1977] and
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Alexander and Kaiser [1976] both showed that the front-lobs-to-back-lobe ratio
for AKR is very large, on the order of 1000 tci 1, and, recently, Calvert [14x1
a,bl has shown that the AKR beam pattern is oriented such that its axis is
approximately parallel to the magnetic field direction.
Having adopted these assumptions, Kaiser et al. [19b1] solved for the
emission locations, in latitude and local time around Saturn, necessary to
yield the observed change in average SKR intensity with changing Voyager 1
viewing geometry. SpecificLi ly, they searched for source locations where the
SKR beam depicted above would simultaneously illuminate both the inbound and
outbound trajectories of Voyager 1, but where the observed power flux on the
inbound leg would exceed that on the outbound leg by a specified amount. The
resulting source locations were then traced down their respective magnetic
field lines (centered, axially aligned dipole) to the 'surface' of Saturn to
produce the rather broad footprint of the RH source shown in Fig. 1. Sources
on any or all of the field lines whose footprints are inside the blackened
area satisfy the Voyager 1 inbound to outbound average flux ratio criteria.
The footprint shown in Fig. 1 is for 175 kHz. near the frequency of maximwn
flux for SKR [Kaiser et al., 19813. Footprints for other SKR frequencies
generally intersect the 175 kHz footprint at latitudes above about 60°.
Since no LH polarized emission was ever observed on the outbound leg of
Voyager 1, no estimate of the LH source location could be made until now. In
this paper we take advantage of the Voyager 2 observations that provide a
different viewing geometry from that of Voyager 1 and that include P, large
amount of LH polarized emission data. We use these data in the context of the
three assumptions already described to locate the footprint of the LH
polarized source and to further constrain the RH source footprint. We then
discuss the implications of the resulting SKR source locations and compare
them with observations from other Voyager instruments.
RESULTS
In order to locate the LH polarized source, we have combined data from 1)
the Voyager 1 inbound pass, during which time a small but significant amount
of LH emission was detected and 2) the Voyager 2 closest approach interval and
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subsequent outbound leg, when we observed LH emission exclusively CWsrwiCk et
al. *
 1 4)821. The trajectories in equator and meridian plane projection for
these times are shown in fig. 2a and 2b, w ►jere the heavy bars on the space-
craft trajectories indicate schematically where the relevant observing
intervals occurred. Spacecraft local time and latitude relative to Saturn
were nearly constant at these times. The viewing geometry at closest
approach, indicated by a small filled square in the figure, was centered at
about 0.8 hr local time and -140
 latitude. Adopting the beam shape and
alignment assumptions outlined above, two families of footprint solutions are
found, depending on inbound to outbound average flux ratios. Since final
processing of the Voyager 2 data iz incomplete, one additional observation
(described below) allows us to exclude one of the two possibilities, namely,
inbound flux > outbound flux. If this flux ratio existed, the source
footprint would be inside the dashed region shown in Fig. 2c however, if the
converse is true, the darkly-shaded region must contain the source field
line(s). Like Fig. 1, Fig. 2c also shows the 175 kHz footprint. Other
frequencies have very 31milarl7 oriented footprints.
The Voyager 2 observations near the tk:,me of closest approach provide
information that further constrain the northern- and southern-hemisphere
source locations (and, hence, the inbound/outbound flux ratio for LH
emission). Fig. 39 shows the Voyager 2 PRA polarization observations in
dynamic spectrogram format for the 37-hour interval approximately centered on
closest approach (C.A.). Light shading represents RH emission, black
represents LH emission, and no shading indicates no emission. For the hours
and indeed vionths b+ifore closest approach, the emission was almost exclusively
HH, whereas LH was the predominant polarization after closESt approach. Since
the Voyager 2 inbound trajectory was at northern latitudes and the outbound
trajectory was at southern latitudes, this observed change in polarization is
consistent with our previous result that the RH emission is generated at high
latitudes in the northern hemisphere, and LH emission is from a comparable
region in the southern hemisphere [Kaiser et al., 1961; Warwick et al., 1982).
For the 4-hour period near Voyager 2 closest approach, no SKR from either
hemisphere was detected. Fig. 3b shows the view of Saturn from Voyager 2 for
the period before, during, and after closest approach. The northern
hemisphere source region that was deduced from the Voyager 1 observations
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EKaiser et al., 19813 is easily in 'view' before closest approach, but by the
time of Closest approach, only sources mapping to the small region shown in
the center panel of Fig. 3b still illuminate the spacecraft. In other words,
although the actual point of 1mi33ion may have been 'visible' to the
spacecraft, the emission beam was oriented toward the daysidt hemisphere so
`hat Voyager 2 was more than 90 from the line of sight. After closest
approach, the northern hemisphere source never again illuminates the observer,
but the southern hemisphere source region is easily viewed. Therefore, we
interpret the SKR disappearance near closest approach as indicating that
Voyager 2 was out of the radiation beam of both the northern and southern SKR
sources for that interval of time.
We have examined the frequency dependence of our results by measuring the
flux ratios at numerous locations across the 20 to 1200 kHz SKR band and
projecting the resulting source locations down to the surface. We find only
insignificant shifts in the source footprints as the frequency is varied. Of
course, the altitude of the source region on a given magnetic field line
depends strongly on frequency as required by our first assumption, but the
surface locations remain fixed. This same conclusion ap p lies to the
disappearance/reappearance phenomenon, which was not observed to be stronly
dependent or. frequency. This observation is entirely consistent with the
model assumptions we have adopted because, relative to both'the RH and LH
emission beams, the observer reatihes the point at which he is 90 0
 off beam
axis at nearly the same time at ;All frequencies.
Our best estimates of the RH and LH source locations are shown in Fig. 4.
Here we 'Dave made use of three sets of footprints for each hemisphere. For
the north, we have the footprints derived from comparison of the trajectory
pairs of Voyager 1 inbound an-i Voyager 1 outbound, Voyager 1 (or 2) inbound
and RH disappearnce at Voyager 2 closest approach, ord, Voyager 1 outhound
compared with RH disappearance. For the southern hemisphere, the three pairs
are. Voyager 1 inbound and Voyager 2 outbound, LH reappearance at Voyager 2
closest approach compared with both Voyager 1 inbound and Voyager 2 outbound.
by noting the intersection of all solutions, that is, the area held in common
by all footprints, we derive the results shown in the figure. We find that
the northern hemisphere SKR source footprint is restricted to the small
6
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triangular area near 11-hr local time and 75 0 latitude. It is only from field
lines emanating from this region that RH SKR is more intense viewed from
Voyager 1' inbound vs outbound and disappears at the correct time near Voyager
2 closest approach. For the southern hemisphere, only the source locations
that map to the thin line shown in Fig. 4 can both be observed by Voyager 1
inbound and Voyager 2 outbound and alao come into view by Voyager 2 at the 	 F
time shown in Fig. 3. The results shown ,tn Fig. 4 are, again, for 175 kHz,
but we have found that virtually all SKR frequencies will reproduce
essentially the same source footprints. Thus, our findings indicate that all
SKR can originate from the same field line or group of field lines, Just like
the AKA [Alexander and Kaiser. 19761.
DISCUSSION
We ultimately wish to relate the source footprint local times to the
longitude system on Saturn (SLS) that corotates with the planet [Desch and
Kaiser, 1903.
  This would be valuable, for example, in relating the radio
emission sources to phenomena that are associated with a particular range of
longitudes. To establish a local time-SW relationship, we note that the
occurrence probability of the RH and LH SKR are a maximum 'hen a particular
longitude is on the noon meridian. Thus the RH SKR has a maximum occurrence
probability when 100" SLS is on the noon meridian. and the LH ShR maximizes
when 0° SLS (approximately) is on the noon meridian. This means that the
northern SKR footprint must be confined to an area on the planet near 115 0 SLS
(100" plus the difference in degrees between the noon meridian and the
footprint local time). In similar fashion we confine the southern SKR
footprint to about 0 11 ( SLS < 70". Thus, by virtue of their localization in
longitude and latitude, these sources may be dynamically related to other
important phenomena and field topologies near Saturn's surface. For example,
Voyager 2 measurements of the auroral brightness [Sandel et al., 19b2] also
indicated a localized 'active' region, and the derived position agrees in
latitude, longitude and local time with the northern SKR source footprint
shown in Fig. 4. Similar Voyager 1 measurements [broadfoot et al., 19611
indicated a high latitude 'active' region in the southern hemisphere in the
same longitude range as the SKR southern footprint shown in Fig. 4. With
regard to Saturn's main magnetic field, behannon et al. 119611, using a
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realistic magnetotail current system, modeled a Saturnian polar cap boundary
and polar cusp near 100 colatitude in both hemispheres. Thus, the
localization of the RH SKR source near the noon meridian and jibout 10°
colatitude is suggestive of an association with the dayside polar cusps. The
earth, too, is obaerved'tu have a kilometer-wavelength radio component
associated with its dayside cusp region [Alexander and Kaiser, W73.
Although this component is decididly weaker than the nightside AKA source, it
may be the analog of Saturn's radio emission.
We see that several independent lines of evidence are now pointing toward
some irregularity in Satu rre e s high latitude regions, probably near 115 0 SLS
based on the RH SKR, xnd pos.ibly at other longitudes, based on the LH SKR.
Because of the strong rotational rc.;Iulation of SKR and the lack of significant
magnetic field tilt [Ness et al., 19811 to explain it, Kaiser et al. [19bU1
had suggested that this irregularity might correspond to an anomaly in
Saturn's near-surface magnetic field. Direct measurement of such a departure
from a simple dipole configuration is difficult in this case, however, because
the spacecraft, except when it was at very large distances from the planet,
never sampled field lines that map down to the SKR footprints. Lacking direct
confirmation, we suggest that there is indirect evidence of small near-surface
departures from dipole-like ?ields at high latitudes on Saturn.
We now have a reasonably complete picture of the source location
geometries for Saturn and, of course, for the earth. We might speculate,
then, as to why the two planets have sources in opposite hemispheres,
nightside for earth and dayside for Saturn. It is well known that•
 magnetotail
dynamics and associated substorm activity are important terrestrial processes,
and AKR is certainly a related phenomenon [Kaiser and Alexander, 1977 and
references therein]. The lack of any nightaide radio source on Saturn might
then imply that cnagnetotail processes are less important there, perhaps due to
the relative dominance of convection versus rotation dynamics in the two
planets' magnetospheres. The fact that the earth also has a weak dayside
source, as we-mentioned above, suggests that this convection/rotation
dichotomy is not complete; however, the total absence of any nightside Saturn
radio source certainly implies that the role that convection might play for
that planet is diminished, at least in the context of auroral radio emi$3ior3.
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In a companion paper, LecacheuX and Genova (19823 also study the probLim
of determining the SKR source location. They h&vQ made two assumptions which
differ greatly from those used in our Anal ysis: 1) SKR is emitted
F
	
	 isotropically from an unspecified altitude, and 2) the disappearance/
reappearance of SKR (e.g., Fig. 1) is due entirely to physical occultation of
the source region by Saturn. They derive a source footprint that, in the
northern hemisphereo overlaps (barely) our source location shown in Fig. 4,
and, hence, is consistent with the auroral bright spot deduced by Sandel et
al. [1582). 'Their southern source footprint, however, does not overlap with
that shown in Fig. 4, and alto does not intersect the southern auroral zone
determined by Broadfoot et al. [104bil. Much more serious, however, is the
i
	
	 fact that in order to explain the observations using their assumptions,
Lecacheux and Genova require that the source altitude must be approximately
j	 the same for all frequencies (20 to 1200 kHz), and be near zero, i.$., Rear
the cloud tops. This restriction on source altitude presents a number of` 	
a
problems concerning the possible emission mechanism for SKR. Near the cloud
tops, most if not all of the SKR frequency range would be below the cutoff
	 j
frequency for X mode emission. This would require that SKR either be	 a
generated in the ordinary (0) mode near the local electron plasma frequency in
w
	
	 order to escape at all, or be generated in thn X made below the cutoff and
subsequently 'tunnel' through the stop band to free space. However. if SKR is
O mode emission, the polarization would be opposite to that actually observed.
On the other hand. it is not clear by what mechanism M-mode emission could be
generated over the observed frequency band from a very restricted range of
altitudes. And even if the emission could be so generated, it could not reach
free space without being greatly attenuated. We conclude that our analysis,
which rests on plausible assumptions that are manifestly consistent with
present understanding of the earth's radio emission, lends greater credence to
the source locations deduced.
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FIGURE CA PTIO14S
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Figure 1. An illustration of the SKR beam shape and orientation used. The
emission originates along a given field line at the electron
gyrofrequency corresponding, in this example, to 175 kHz. The emission
Is beamed into a broad three -dimensional pattern ( cosine pattern shown
here) with its axis of symmetry parallel to the field line at the
emission point. Those source positions satisfying certain viewing
criteria are mapped along their field tines to the surface (R5 a 1)
f resulting in a footprint of all candidate field lines shown by the4
blackened area.
Figure 2a. An equator plane projection :,vowing the local time of the Voyager
1 inbound and Voyager 2 outbound trajectories. The darkened bars along
the trajectories indicate schematically where the observations were made.
Also shown on the Voyager 2 trajectory is the small region near the
planet from which no SKR was detected. ( 2b) The same as Fig. 2a, but in
a meridian plane projection to emphasize the latitude of the two
trajectories. (20 The darkened area is the footprint of source field
lines visible from both trajectories shown in Fig. 2a and b, and with the
SKR average flux level larger viewed by Voyager 2. The other
Possibility, that the average flux is larger viewed by Voyager 1, would
imply a source footprint inside the dashed area. However, this
Possibility is geometrically ruled out by the observations near closest
approach.
Figure 3. The top panel shows, in a frequency -time spectrogram, the observed
sense o SKR polarization for 37-hr interval centered on the closest
approach. Light shading indicates RH polarization, black indicates LH
polarization, and no shading indicates ( in this case) no emission. The
change in polarization results from the trajectory change from a northern
hemisphere approach to a southern hemisphere departure. The emission gap
is a consequence of the observer 's viewing angle which is more than 900
from the emission beam axis of both the northern and southern hemisphere
source regions. The bottom panels show the view of Saturn from Voyager 2
at the approximate times indicated with the previously deduced northern
1^
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F",
hemisphere source region and the southern source region from Fig. 2c
311awk3 a
Figure 4. 11 a best estimates for the source footprints of the SKR are shQWn,
The HH emission coeies from a very small are& in the northern hemisphttre,
and the LH emission is constrained to field lines mapping to a very
narrow, long band at high southern latitudes.
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